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Résumé

This note des ribes the LAr hannel timing alignment as it was performed during the 2010 protonproton data-taking of the LHC.

Le alorimétre Argon Liquide (LAr) de l'expérien e
ATLAS doit pourvoir à la re onstru tion d'énergie
des les parti ules qui sont produites au ollisionneur
LHC. L'alignement au temps des toutes les ellules du
alorimétre est essentiel pour garantire une bonne résolution au temps, e paramètre joue un rle importante
dans beau oup des théories au delà de Modelé Standard
qui prédisent l'existen e des parti ules produite ave un
temps de vie mesurable dans le déte teur. Dans e rapport on se propose de dé rire l'alignement en temps
des le ellules du LAr que a été fait ave le donnes des
ollisions proton proton dans l'année 2010.
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Introdu tion

The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr) system is an
important part of the ATLAS dete tor [1℄. It allows to
trigger, to identify and to measure ele trons, photons
and jets of energies ranging from a few GeV to a few
TeV. To insure optimal energy re onstru tion all the
alorimeter readout hannels should be well aligned in
time. Previous studies resulted in the alignment up to
a few ns [2℄ [3℄. Test-beam studies have shown that it
is possible to a hieve time alignment on the level of
100 ps [4℄.
A more rened time measurement of the alorimeter
signal ould have several appli ations in the ATLAS
environment.
It an help in the identi ation of long lived partiles and in the measurement of their de ay time. One
typi al example o urs in the Gauge Mediated Supersymmetri Models in whi h the neutralino travels a signi ant distan e before de aying into an invisible gravitino and a non-pointing and out-of-time photon [5℄.
This feature an be used to measure the neutralino lifetime using timing information from the ele tromagneti
alorimeter of the re onstru ted photon dire tion. A delayed luster time is expe ted be ause of the negative
value of β = vc < 1 of the massive neutralinos and the
longer traje tory through the dete tor.
Timing information ould also be used in sear hes
for exoti parti les with anomalously high ionization
energy losses to distinguish them from Standard Model
ba kgrounds [6℄.
Finally at high luminosity the time information may
also be used to reje t events with large pile-up a tivity
from previous bun h rossings.

Figure 1.1  Cut-away view of the ATLAS Liquid Argon
alorimeter

As shown in Fig. 1.1, The ATLAS LAr alorimeter
onsists of four subdete tors : the ele tromagneti barrel (EM Barrel), the ele tromagneti end ap (EMEC),
the hadroni end ap and the forward alorimeter.
The subdete tors over an η -range of up to
|η| = 4.9 where η is the pseudo-rapidity dened like
η = − ln(tan( θ2 )). In addition to the subdivision along
η for the EM Barrel and along φ for the EMEC, they
are separated into three dierent longitudinal se tions
or layers (Fig. 1.2). The front layer is nely segmented
into strips along η and φ, respe tively. The middle and
ba k layers are oarser in η but ner in φ for the EM
Barrel and vi e versa for the EMEC. Furthermore in the
entral region (|η| < 1.8) the ele tromagneti alorimeters are omplemented by presamplers (PS).
The LAr alorimeter is a sampling alorimeter made
of liquid argon as the a tive material and lead, opper or tungsten as the passive absorber. When harged
parti les ross the liquid argon gap between ele trodes
and absorbers, they ionize it. Under the inuen e of the
ele tri eld, the ionization ele trons drift towards the
ele trode indu ing a urrent.
At the hannel level, the treatment of the analog
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Figure 1.2  The a

ordion and sampling stru ture of the
EM Barrel alorimeter showing the dieren e in granularity
between the dierent samplings. Its longitudinal segmentation allows us to look at the shower development [1℄

signal is performed in the front-end ele troni s. On
the front-end boards (FEB) lo ated in the Front-End
Crates outside the ryostat the signal is rst amplied
by a preamplier. In order to a ommodate the large
dynami range of pulse (from tens of MeV to a few TeV)
and minimize the total noise from the ele troni s, the
signal is shaped and split into three linear s ales with
a typi al multipli ative fa tors of 1, 9.2 and 92 alled
low, medium and high gain.
For a given hannel these three signals are stored in
an analog pipeline [7℄ until the trigger de ision. When
the de ision is made the signals either from ea h gain or
from the most suited one a ording to a sele tion based
on the amplitude of the signal with the medium gain,
are digitized by a 12 bit Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) in ve samples spa ed by 25 ns.
To ea h Front-End Crate is asso iated a rate whi h
ontains the read-out driver. The re onstru tion of the
time and energy of the physi s signal for ea h hannel,
performed in the read-out driver by the Online Diglital
Signal Pro essor, is based on an Optimal Filtering (OF)
algorithm [8℄.
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The Optimal Filtering Method

The Optimal Filtering method provides optimal values of time and energy for ea h given hannel in ea h
given event. This method requires that the exa t shape
of the expe ted physi s signal after the ele troni readout hain is known. To obtain this shape from the original ionization pulse a transfer fun tion is needed for
every hannel. This fun tion is obtained from a dedi ated alibration runs in whi h both the input and
output pulse are well-known.
The Optimal Filtering Coe ients (OFCs) ai and bi
are omputed per hannel from the predi ted physi s

where A is the physi s pulse amplitude in ADC ounts,
τ is the peak-time shift between the referen e pulse and
the physi s pulse and si are the ADC samples. These
equations are only valid if the values of τ are small. For
perfe tly timed dete tor and in-time parti les τ must
be lose to zero, while the larger values indi ate the
need for better timing or the presen e of out-of-time
parti les in the event. If ADC samples are dominated
by noise, Eq. 1.2 does not give reliable results. Than
τ is omputed only for pulses whi h have at least one
ADC sample larger than four times the noise RMS in
that readout hannel.
As τ might not be small for some hannels, espe ially
in the begining of data taking, there are 8 sets of the
OFCs with 3 ns phase-shift between then used in the
physi s running and 24 sets with 1 ns phase-shift used in
the alibration runs to onstru t the referen e physi s
pulse-shape 1 . Figure 1.3 shows the dieren e between
a predi ted signal shape and a real ionization signal in
the se ond layer of the EM Barrel, given by a osmi
muon.
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Figure 1.3  A typi al pulse for the dierent EM Barrel

middle layers. The blue dots orrespond to the predi tion,
the red ones to the data and the green points orrespond to
the dieren e in per entage between data and predi tion.

With the present settings (8 phases with 3 ns shift)
the sets are hosen in a way that the fourth set of the
OFCs orresponds on average to the signal peak being
in the third sample.
At the beginning of the LHC data taking, the OFC
sets loaded in the LAr Online Diglital Signal Pro essor are hosen a ording to the timing information extra ted from the alibration data and the omplete
1. The predi ted pulse is dened with a time dieren e of
ns between two onse utive samples and is binned in 24
delay steps spa ed by ∼ 1.04 ns
25ns
24
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neighboring ells. This signal loss in the neighboring
ells ause a distortion in the pulse shape.
To avoid that this ee t ould bias the time measurement we onsidered for ea h event the highest energeti
hannel in ea h layer (E1 ), and we did not take into a ount the rst two neighboring ells (E2 ). To in rease
the statisti s we onsidered also the the highest energy
ell after the se ond neighbors if its energy E3 > E1 .
To align in time the ≈ 180k ells of the LAr alorimeter two adjustments are used :
 a global hardware alignment at the level of the
FEB time oset
 a hannel by hannel adjustment of the set of Optimal Filtering Coe ients (OFC).
The latter has a nite minimal orre tion of ∼ 500 ps
be ause there is urrently no extrapolation between two
on urrent points in the referen e pulse whi h are 1.04
ns apart.

knowledge of the readout path [2℄. When the physi s
pulse is re orded A and τ an be al ulated from the
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). If τ obtained is large, the OF proedure is performed iteratively using sets of the OFCs
with appropriate phases until the values of τ obtained
are less than 502 ps.
Note that a time misalignment of ∼ 5 ns between the
physi s pulse and the referen e pulse indu es a bias on
the re onstru ted energy of 0.5% [9℄.

Timing analysis
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To hoose good physi s pulses for the timing alignment we use sele tion as outlined below.
Only hannels in the high gain and in whi h are
properly alibrated and for whi h the OFCs iteration
onverges are used in the following analysis. A χ2 -like
quality fa tor Q, estimated by omparing the measured
pulse shape with the referen e shape an be used to sele t only good pulses.
To al ulate only LAr hannels that measure an energy above 1 GeV are sele ted for this study. A measurement above this threshold is extremely unlikely to
be the result of ele troni noise alone. Figure 1.4 shows
this ut in the time vs energy distribution for the four
dierent layers in the EM Barrel. This ut is ne essary
be ause for a given hannel in a ollision event the time
spread with to respe t to the energy measured is a onvolution of the not alignment in time of the hannels
and the intrinsi time spread of the hannel due to the
energy dependen e of the time resolution (στ = Ea ⊗ c).
With this energy ut for ea h layer the time spread
within a FEB is less than ∼ 3 ns.
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Timing alignement results

By the end of April 2010 we olle ted ∼ 0.3 nb−1 of
ollision data whi h gave enough statisti s to have at
least two events in 94, 4% of the hannels. With that
data we al ulated the FEB time oset as the average
of the mean time of ea h hannel for a single FEB for
ea h LAr subdete tor. This orre tion was applied to
align the alorimeter time at the hardware level.
At the end of July 2010 with a integrated luminosity of ∼ 1.1 nb−1 we implemented a hannel by hannel adjustment having 97, 3% of hannels on. For the
hannel by hannel orre tion we take the single hannel average time and we subtra t the global run time,
this avoids a dependen y of this orre tion on the shift
aused by the LHC lo k drift found in May 2010 data.
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Figure 1.4  The distribution of time vs energy for the
four dierent layers in the EM Barrel.

Any distortion of the signal shape an also produ e
a bias of the time re onstru tion, for that reason another important ee t whi h ould ompromise the
time alignment of the LAr hannels is the ele tri rosstalk. The ele troni ross-talk is a phenomena in whi h
a hannel share part of their olle ted urrent with the
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Figure 1.5  For EM Barrel : the bla k histogram shows

the FEB time osets before the orre tion, and the red
histogram shows the same distribution after the orre tion
were applied.
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We applied the single hannel orre tion as a shift to
the referen e pulse shape. Be ause the OFC sets ome
in units of 1.04 ns, time orre tion pre ision is driven
by this binning onstraint.
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a new set of hannel by hannel orre tions with the
early 2011 data. Then we will on entrate on studying
small systemati ee ts, su h as a shift in the beamspot position, the analog pipeline storing delays and
the implementation of extrapolation pro edure in the
OF phase ode whi h would allow the modi ation of
the pre ision of the hannel by hannel orre tion implementation. Those modi ation wouldn't allow us to
rea h ultimate timing alignment on the level of 100 ps.
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Figure 1.6  For EM End ap : in the upper plot on average

the time versus the hannel number in all the FEB in the
middle layer with a φ simmetry in the a tual time situation ;
in the bottom plot the hannel time spread within a FEB
in the middle layer, in the a tual time situation.
The ee t of the timing adjustment at the level of
the FEBs is shown in Figure 1.5. For example, for the
EM Barrel of the LAr the bla k histogram shows the
FEB time osets before the orre tion, and the red
histogram shows the same distribution after the implementation of both the orre tions (FEBs time oset and the hannel by hannel one) with O toberNovember 2010 data orresponding to a luminosity of
∼ 8 pb−1 . We get a signi ant improvement be ause all
the FEBs are well aligned with a good RMS of 0.4 ns.
Figure 1.6 shows the distribution of the hannels time
spread versus the hannel number. From the results
shown here it is lear that we rea h a time spread of the
single hannels inside a FEB an the order of ∼ 400 ns
for almost all the hannels.
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Outlook

In this paper we have shown the results of our work
on the time alignment of the hannels of the LAr
alorimeter up to a few hundred ps level. Timing measurement be omes more pre ise with higher statisti s
a quired. It is not possible to ombine runs from the
whole year 2010 for this measurement be ause the LHC
lo k drift of 2 ns per month introdu es a non-negligible
shift in our time s ale. Thus we have used only the highest statisti runs available. In 2011 the data will be a quired more e iently thus this problem is removed.
We will implement a new round of FEBs orre tions
based on the nal runs from 2010 and then will propose
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